Qi:
- Qi is pronounced "Chee" and means "vital energy"
- Qi is the global standard of wireless charging technology for smartphone
- Please check if there is Qi logo on your smartphone or sleeve

Setup guide:

1. Connect the AC adapter to an electrical socket
2. Insert the DC cable into the designated socket of the OT-10P charger
3. The charger emits a beeping sound when you place the Qi receiver on the Qi
4. The blue LED light will illuminate during the charging process

wireless charger

Please notes:
- When the phone is fully charged, the blue LED light will automatically turn off.
- When the non-Qi phone/Qi receiver has been detected, the red LED light will flash or light and the charger will stop working immediately

Important safety notices:
- Keep the Qi charger and Qi receiver away from water
- Make sure the Qi charger is completely dry before connecting it to an electrical socket

Warning notifications:
- Check if the voltage indicated on the AC adapter corresponds to the local voltage before connecting the adapter to an electrical socket
- Do not put any metallic labels or objects between the Qi receiver and the Qi charger
- If you have an implanted device in your body, consult your doctor or the manufacture of the implanted device before using the Qi charger
- Do not use an extension cord or overload electrical outlets
- Supervision is needed when used by or near children, disabled persons or those with mental disabilities